One morning he was warned that he was to be arrested dur- Exiles
ing the day, but managed to escape, leaving behind him from
everything he owned.	Germany
I heard from another German friend who got away to France not long after Kessler reached England, who had a like experience,
'Dear Rothenstein,' he wrote to me, 'I should like to tell you how indignant I am at the abominable way the Nazis are behaving to the Jews; it is with real shame I have to acknowledge them as my countrymen. All I can say is that they hurt us, who are not Jews, but merely democrats and intellectuals, no better. I myself have had to leave the country, after the elections, because I had sudden but trustworthy warning that I risked assassination if I stayed. And a great many of my friends are in the same case. There is no justice or protection of any sort for those who are not on the Nazi side. This, the fact of the law being practically abolished, makes the persecution in Germany worse than it ever was in Russia or Italy. The only hope is in this government of madmen and criminals, who do not represent Germany or even the better class of their followers, being overthrown as soon as possible. In the meanwhile I and my friends are exiled. I shall stay in France for some time, and then see whether I settle here or in Switzerland. I felt I had to write to you as you were so helpful in overcoming the world feeling against Germany after the War and seeing all that was done with your and other broadminded people's help since then destroyed by a band of gangsters. The great mass of the German people are what they are; it is a terrible delusion which is leading them astray. I personally suffer most from the feeling Hitler and his men are leading Germany to destruction, Of course I write t\ii$ for you personally; it would be fatal and might cost me my life, if my name was mentioned in connection with these views.'
This was in 1933. The years following only too fully bore out these tragic reflections. But one could not even then anticipate the crimes the Nazis were to commit, the treacherous 207

